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adjourn (of a group of people) go somewhere for rest or refreshment.
Let s adjourn and reconvene at 2 o clock.

ax Chop or split with an ax.
Axe wood.

axe Cut or strike with an axe especially violently or destructively.
The Chancellor warned the cabinet to axe public spending.

banner
A long strip of cloth bearing a slogan or design, carried in a demonstration or
procession or hung in a public place.
The company was having a banner year.

behead Cut off the head of (someone), especially as a form of execution.
Mary was beheaded at Fotheringhay.

bracelet An ornamental band, hoop, or chain worn on the wrist or arm.
brooch Fasten with or as if with a brooch.

cancel A notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat.
A cancel title page.

chandelier Branched lighting fixture; often ornate; hangs from the ceiling.

cling A clingstone peach.
Sucker like discs help them to cling on.

dangle Cause to dangle or hang freely.
The ornaments dangled from the tree.

defer Hold back to a later time.
He was no longer deferred from the draft.

delay An electronic device which introduces a delay especially in an audio signal.
Time being of the essence they delayed no longer.

earring A piece of jewellery worn on the lobe or edge of the ear.

execution Seizure of the property or person of a debtor in default of payment.
Sixty seven executions were ordered against goods.
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exhale Breathe out.
She sat back and exhaled deeply.

flag Provide or decorate with a flag or flags.
Problems often flag the need for organizational change.

gibbet Hang up a body on a gibbet.
The four ringleaders were sentenced to the gibbet.

incomplete Not yet finished.
Incomplete carvings of cattle.

lamppost A metal post supporting an outdoor lamp (such as a streetlight.

pearl A very pale bluish grey or white colour like that of a pearl.
The sweat stood in pearls along his forehead.

pendant A necklace with a pendant.
Pendant flowers on frail stems.

pendent Branched lighting fixture; often ornate; hangs from the ceiling.
The use of jurisdiction to decide pendent claims.

pillory Put someone in a pillory.
He found himself pilloried by members of his own party.

postpone Hold back to a later time.
The visit had to be postponed for some time.

reliant Relying on another for support.
The company is heavily reliant on the baby market.

scaffold A structure made using scaffolding.
Scaffold boards.

suspend Render temporarily ineffective.
The prison sentence was suspended.

swing An act of swinging.
The party went with a swing.

unsolved Not solved.
Many crimes remain unsolved.
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